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Outs and Ins

I’m amazed at where we are today.  In the midst of this crazy pandemic, Americans are fi nding ways to 
thrive.  Replacing socializing with social distancing, conference rooms with Zoom calls, classrooms with 
virtual learning, commuting with multi-tasking, we are adapting to our new realities and making the most 
of it.  

We in the engineering / construction trades are storming along.  We have collectively made the leap to go 
electronic, shoving aside our ever-growing paper stacks (at least as much as some of us can), delivering 
design documents through the clouds, employing health and safety processes at our job sites, and getting 
the job done. We have talked so much in this column about digitization – it fi nally came like a Tsunami; 
paddled our boats out to meet it and rode it to shore.  

In 2020 our economy is spinning even more around our now necessary tech off erings – which are transforming 
before our eyes.  The new e-economy is bringing us heretofore unheard-of opportunities for building new 
sectors.   Brick and mortar malls are out; e-commerce is in.  Compartmentalized thinking is out; big data (and 
the data-centers that house them) is in.  Concentrated work forces requiring concentrated offi  ce spaces are 
out; distributed labor pools with long distance participation is in.  Fossil fuels are fading; green energy is 
emerging. 

In 2020, we continue to fi nd more eco-friendly opportunities: wind turbines, electric vehicles, solar panels.  
And we continue to innovate and re-energize our construction industry with new techniques (high rise 
composite timber structures) new visualization and control systems (digitization) and, to some of us most 
importantly, new ground improvement systems  (have you checked out our new GeoSpike system?).  

The world is changing before our eyes and those of us who adapt to these new needs are in.  At Geopier, our 
mission is to bring you the greatest new ground improvement technology, engineered for the needs of your 
new world and all your resplendently challenging soil profi les – constantly adapting, constantly improving, 
and always thriving.  

I think that maybe this is the real story of life. For every out there are ins – it’s just a matter of how to make 
the transitions from one to the other.

Kord Wissmann, Ph.D., P.E., D.GE
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